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ROSENBERGER TO
LEAD USG
With Morgan, he 'steps it up' for lopsided
victory
By James S. Young
Collegian Staff Writer

Smashing expectations of a close race, Ian
Rosenberger and Takkeem Morgan were elected
president and vice president of the Undergraduate
Student Government (USG) last night with the highest
voter turnout ever.
Rosenberger and Morgan, with 3,280 votes, beat
second place candidates David Davis and Sara Ryan
by 926 votes. A record-breaking 9,148 students voted
in the USG election.
CORRECTION: (Textbox) Bruce Davis
was chosen as a University Park
Allocation Committee member.

A hush fell over the crowd in HUB Heritage Hall as
the elections commission took the stage just before 1
a.m. When the winners were announced, Rosenberger
and Morgan slammed their fists in the air as more than
50 supporters in blue campaign shirts jumped in on a
huddle.

Other results
Town Senate
Kim Kennedy
Kelly Ross
Katie Shade
Liz Cheehy
Diane Calinski
Erica D'Eramo
Mindy Hoch
Kamilah Cole
Ellen Trusz
Julia Graham

"It was the most nerve-racking experience in my life, I
think," Rosenberger said. "I'm a little tired, but I'm
really excited about tomorrow."
They said they were ready to begin working on their
platforms of making teacher evaluation results public,
extending library room hours, reinstating excuse forms
and improving safety downtown with lighting and
emergency phones.
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Deanna Nachreiner
Melissa Curry
Mike Yohannan
Kristen Kofmehl
Bill Knauss
Brian Battaglia
Adam Kennett
Justin Storey
East Halls
Irene McKenna
Matt Ritsko
Galen Foulke
North Halls
Kwamena Entsuah
Pollock Halls
Erin Ferris
Michelle Wood
South Halls
Ace Ekhtiarzadeh
Andy Banducci
West Halls
Zach Hamman
Bruce Davis
UPAC
Erica Gritzen
Andrea McDonald
Adrienne Liszka
Jil Chevalier
Jeremy Montgomery
Elliot Norton
Conor Moran
Bruce Davis
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After pushing through the crowd to hug their
opponents, Rosenberger and Morgan noted the
"phenomenal" competition they faced.
"You can see the passion in everyone's eyes," Morgan
said.
Runner-up Davis left the room visibly upset before he
could be reached for comment, but running mate Ryan
put a positive spin on the outcome.
"David and I are so happy," she said. "We had so many
supporters, and they were so unbelievable."
Third place ticket Tim Dorman and Robyn Ricketts
took the results in stride.
"I don't know what to say. I'm kind of shocked,"
Dorman said. "Congratulations to Ian and Takkeem.
They really deserved it."
Ricketts was surprised by the number of votes each
ticket received.
"I thought it was gonna be a lot closer between all
three tickets," she said. "Everybody deserved to win,
but that's not the way it works out."

Fourth place vice presidential candidate Mike Aiello
said the winners will do an "awesome" job.
"If it wasn't going to be me and Steve, then I'm glad it
was them," he said. "It's been a really great experience,
but I'm glad it's over with."
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Ian Rosenberger calls his mother
after learning of his victory.

His running mate, Steven Weiss, did not attend the
ceremony.
"I didn't come in last!" said Sandip Trivedi, who
finished fifth. "I'm damn glad Ian won. He deserves it.
Both Ian and Takkeem are great candidates."
Trivedi said all the candidates were supportive of his
choice to run to publicize the issue of lowering tuition.
Sixth place presidential candidate Chris Clermont, with
his arm around running mate Shahida Sharir, said that
after two weeks of hard work campaigning, he hopes
Rosenberger and Morgan "step it up."
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"We like the fact that the cycle is broken in USG," he
added, referring to USG outsiders Rosenberger and
Morgan's victory.
Collegian staff writers Caralyn Green, Abby Heisey,
Alison Herget, Justine Maki and Meredith Setzman
contributed to this story.
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Takkeem Morgan, left, and Ian Rosenberger anticipate
the announcement of the winning ticket.
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